
Faculty Assembly - Apr 3, 2017 
 

Present: Cody Armond, Rachel Bowen, Amy Brunell, Terri Bucci, Mirel Caibar, Cynthia Callahan, Stavros 
Constantinou, Ozeas Costa, Susan Delagrange, Joe Fahey, Alexandra Fronk, Steve Gavazzi, Glenn Hartz, 
Margaret Hersman, Adrienne Hopson, Norman Jones, Steven Joyce, Gary Kennedy, Andrew Kinney, Dawn 
Kitchen, Elizabeth Kolkovich, Carol Landry, Allyson Leedy, Delwin Lindsey, Phil Mazzocco, Agus Muñoz-
Garcia, Kate Nelson, Scopas Poggo, Dennis Shaffer, Carolyn Skinner, Heather Tanner, John Thrasher, David 
Tovey, Terri Winnick, Redmond Wood, Faith Wyzgoski. 
 
Excused: Stephen Abedon, Mollie Cavender, Sergei Chmutov, Kate Shannon 
 

I. Announcements 
 

 Donna Hight won the Distinguish Staff Award this year. The award was presented at the Student Success 
Luncheon early today with a surprise visit of people from Columbus. 

 We have recently learned that Rachel Bowen’s promotion and tenure application has been successful. 
 Today is T-Shirt Day (on old Mansfield campus tradition where faculty wear a t-shirt that showcases their 

subject areas expertise). We will do this again on Thursday, April 20 at the Grab & Go lunch event. 
 The Campus Campaign committee has devised a competition to raise funds and awareness of this year’s 

campaign. They call it “Change for Change”. Pretzel jars will be placed at different locations on campus 
(Riedl, Ovalwood, Bromfield) to collect change during the period of April 4 and 19. Then, on April 20, at the 
Grab & Go lunch event, the competition will take place to guess how much money is in each jar. The 
person whose guess is closest to the correct amount will be able to take half of the money and place it on 
a campaign fund of their choice, while the other half will be decided by the building where the jar is located. 

 The Grab & Go lunch event will be held on Thursday, April 20, at each of these locations (POM from 11:30 
am to 12:00 pm; Riedl 208 from 12:00 pm to 12:45 pm; and Ovalwood Faculty Lounge from 12:45 to 1:30 
pm). A variety of food and drinks will be available. 

 The local March For Science will be held on April 22, 2017, at the Downtown Square in Mansfield, from 
10:00 am to 2:00 pm. The event will consist of fixed tables with science experiments, displays and 
activities for kids of all ages. The objective is to highlight the importance of science in all aspects of our 
lives. Some of our faculty in science and science education are involved in organizing the event along with 
other local schools and community organizations, and are seeking people that want to have their own table 
or help with somebody else’s table. Any help you can provide will be greatly appreciated. Alternatively, you 
can just come and enjoy the event with your family and friends. 

 Next year the AURCO annual conference will be held at the OSU Mansfield campus, on April 7, 2018. This 
is the first time the conference will be held at Mansfield (and the second time at an OSU regional campus – 
Lima hosted the conference in 2002). We are looking to form an organizing committee to prepare for the 
conference and are inviting anyone interested in helping out to contact Ozeas Costa. 

 

II. Approval of minutes from Feb 17 Faculty Assembly 
 

Carol Landry moved (and Scoppas Poggo seconded) a motion to approve the minutes from the last Faculty 
Assembly (Feb 17, 2017), which were electronically distributed. The motion passed unanimously.   
 
III. Report on Regional Campus Salary Caucus (Vice-Provost Jennifer Evans-Cowley) 
 

The Regional Campus Salary Study Report was distributed by email in advance of this meeting. Dr. Evans-
Cowley explained that this report summarizes the comprehensive regional campus salary study undertaken 
last year by a group of regional campus faculty members. A caucus of regional campus faculty was held and 
submitted recommendations to regional campus deans on how to address salary equity issues. As a result of 
these recommendations, an off-cycle raise was done last year to begin to address some of these inequities. 
Then, at this current fiscal year, the Newark and Marion campuses were able to use a one-time benefit savings 
to increase and adjust some faculty salaries, including some lecture salaries. Mansfield and Lima decided to 
wait for an assessment of the budget situation before determining what salary adjustments could be made. 
Off-cycle adjustments for these campuses have been submitted and are pending through the approval system. 
Because the situation of each campus is different, we cannot do a windfall to adjust all inequities at once. 
Therefore, what we are seeing is an incremental adjustment over the last two years. This past year we also 
started looking at the situation of associated faculty salaries. This study was also brought to the caucus for 
evaluation of inequities within this group. We found much harder to characterize lecture salaries – compared 
to full time faculty – because some departments do not have lecturers in Columbus but do at the regional 
campuses, and vice versa, so the ability to compare among groups is limited. In addition, some departments 



(e.g., the college of business) pay salaries to their lectures at rates that substantially exceed what we pay our 
tenure-track faculty at the regional campuses. Therefore, the recommendation from the caucus is that each 
regional dean is better positioned for making these decisions based on their specific reality. In addition, salary 
inequities for regional lecturers are smaller than those for full-time, tenure-track regional campus faculty.  
There was an announcement last week about the university comprehensive energy management plan that is 
of interest to faculty. There were five ‘buckets’ identified where the investment proceeds from the energy 
management plan can be used: student financial aid; faculty compensation; improvements on physical space 
(for classroom, labs, performance spaces); sustainability efforts; other strategic initiatives. There has not been 
a decision made yet on how much money will go to each bucket. The project will be evaluated by the University 
Senate tomorrow (April 4) and will go to the Board of Trustees on Thursday (April 6). Therefore, a decision is 
imminent as to whether or not the project will move forward. Details will be worked out if the plan is approved 
to proceed. There is a commitment from the provost that all campuses will benefit from the proceeds. President 
Drake has been very clear that he wants a proportion of the salary increases to be focused on rewarding 
effective teaching. As such, the regional campuses are very well positioned to participate. Question: regarding 
the ‘student financial aid’ bucket, will these funds also be available for regional campus students? The intent 
from the provost is that the proceeds will benefit all six campuses. However, since no sufficient details are 
available yet, we do not know how this distribution will happen and where will the funds go. When President 
Drake visited the campus in early March he talked about the importance of ATI (American Talent Initiative) so 
it is reasonable to expect that improvements to financial aid could be a target for these proceeds, including 
increasing diversity, and regional campuses are a part of that as well. A comment was made about the cuts to 
Pell Grants in the proposed national budget and we hope that there is support for needs-based financial aid to 
students. Dr. Evans-Cowley is optimistic that Pell Grants – being so popular – will survive the proposed cuts. 
Question: since the parking deal is used as a model to that, where did the money from that deal go? There is 
a report on the senate website that is produced every year, which contains this information. The parking deal 
was much smaller ($483 million) and the apportioned proceeds from the deal go to scholarships (full ride 
scholarships to some students), it pays for 50% of some Discovery Themes positions, it pays for staff 
development funds, and the $75 million endowment for transportation projects. Question: Did regional 
campuses benefit from that deal? No, although regional campus staff are eligible for the staff development 
fund. The energy project is different because all six campuses purchase energy, and there is a much clear 
contribution of all campuses in regards to energy. She mentioned that the regional campuses are not part of 
the concession itself, but are required to do an assessment. The reason for that is the fact that regional 
campuses have non-OSU co-located partners and involving these partners in the concession would be a 
complicating factor and create significant challenges. With the regionals doing their own energy assessments, 
once the deal is in place we can pull in parts that we want without having to involve the co-located colleges. 
The project also has an academic collaboration piece, which calls for the creation of a sustainability center and 
faculty and students at the regional campus can certainly participate on the activities of that center. The hub is 
expected to be at the Columbus campus. 
A question was asked about the situation we are in where we are mandated annual salary increases without 
the ability to raise tuition: How is it going to end? She acknowledged the challenges and indicated that we are 
fighting this perception that tuition is unaffordable, and gave an example of this misconception from President 
Drake’s meeting with community leaders. We cannot keep controlling costs and expect no effect on quality. 
There are many outside pressures on our budget, and these pressures need to be reconciled with the quest 
for affordability. On a positive note, she indicates that the pressure on affordability is not as strong as once 
was and is hopeful that a loosening on the tuition side is forthcoming. The president, the provost and the 
government affairs folks continue to engage with state legislators to try to emphasize the importance of what 
we do, the quality of education we provide, and how we really provide an affordable and quality education. 
There is a lot of movement on trying to move the needle on the tuition side of the equation.  
Given the current situation and all the mentioned external pressures on the budgets of the university and, in 
particular, the regional campuses, what are the mechanism(s) to find the funds needed to address the salary 
inequities and other budget challenges? Dr. Evans-Cowley see the comprehensive energy management deal 
as one option, as discussed previously. A second option is to utilize our capacity to the fullest by increasing 
the number of students we teach and making our budget model more efficient. The key question is how to do 
that given the demographic shifts we are seeing. So, one of the solutions being worked on with enrollment 
services is to change the admissions system. Currently, if a student apply to the Columbus campus only, 
he/she will receive a letter saying either that he/she has been accepted or not. In the case of the rejected letter, 
it also suggests that the rejected applicant “check out” the regional campuses. This procedure is changing and 
the idea is that, starting next year, instead of the letter saying: “you’ve been rejected, check out the regional 
campuses”, it will say: “Congratulations, you’ve been admitted to one of the regional campuses”. The details 



on how this distribution of students among the regionals will happen are still being worked out. The hope is 
that this subtle shift on the messaging to students will translate into an increasing enrollment at the regionals. 
The challenge is to come up with a meaningful and fair enrollment management across the state. Enrollment 
services is asking the regional campuses to figure out themselves what the best formula will be to divide these 
territories. Someone mentioned that another component of this formula – besides zip code – could be 
programmatic strengths of each campus and asked if enrollment services is considering this as an option. She 
says that everything is being considered and this will apply to students on the next cycle of applications.  
A question was asked about the search for a replacement for Dr. Evans-Cowley as the Vice-Provost for Capital 
Planning and Regional Campuses, given her impending move to the University of North Texas. She says that 
we are in the process of finding a replacement. It ultimately depends on the provost but she has made some 
suggestions and is confident that a suitable replacement will be found. 
The regional visioning process is almost coming to a conclusion and will be wrapping up in May and rolled out 
at the regional’s summit.  
 
IV. Update on changing leadership of our Education program (Norman Jones) 
 

The EC has suggested that a discussion take place in Faculty Assembly regarding the structural changes in 
the Education program. Briefly, over a year ago we were seeing a conflict of leadership emerging, which 
triggered a consultation with the EDUTL program in Columbus to provide some guidance. At that time, the 
folks in Columbus were not able to provide the level of support we requested but did provide some support. 
Last fall, after changes in the EDUTL leadership in Columbus, they were better positioned to provide the level 
of support we had initially requested. As a result, there is now a collaborative leadership model in place, with 
Norman helping to facilitate communications between the EDUTL leadership in Columbus and our faculty here. 
Applications for next year are up in the program and great changes were made this year to field supervision 
and placement. Terri Bucci will continue to be the program coordinator until June when Norman will be stepping 
in to help with the administrative aspect of those duties. A distributed coordination model is being expanded 
(the Education program has already been working with a distributed coordination model) so that coordination 
duties will be shared among Norman, Margaret Hersman, the Education faculty, and Ginny Corso, with close 
collaboration from Columbus. Since Norman is an English professor, he will not be responsible for curricular 
aspects. The Education faculty will still be leading the program and making curricular decisions. If there are 
conflicts that need a higher authority to step in, EDUTL in Columbus will serve in that role. Norman wants to 
emphasize the team aspect of this administrative model. A concern was expressed that this change may push 
Norman out of his original role as Associate Dean, which already seems like a full plate. The fear is that serving 
in the role of Education program coordinator may affect his ability to serve the whole campus as well. Norman 
had similar concerns when this idea first came out of Columbus, but once they started looking at what pieces 
to take off his plate to balance things out, it became apparent that it could be done without affecting the campus. 
He also welcomes the opportunity to face new and exciting administrative challenges, like the ones presented 
by this new distributed coordinator model. He feels that this model is working really well and he is enjoying it. 
He sees his role as primarily facilitating communication and helping to be a conduit. He also thinks that by not 
being an insider (from the Education program), he can provide a neutral outlet and communications conduit 
for challenges and conflicts. Question: What is the end point and how long do you expect to be doing this? 
Right now, we do not know. Although it is meant to be a temporary arrangement, it can last for the foreseeable 
future (2-3 years). Dr. Evans-Cowley mentioned that Dean Achterberg has been proposing a broader 
reorganization of the curricular delivery, and there is a forthcoming meeting of the deans to talk about these 
big-picture changes, which may impact the current arrangement between the EDUTL Department in Columbus 
and the campus. A question was asked about the ‘process’ that led to the decision of changing the leadership. 
Some of the appropriate channels (e.g., Curriculum Committee) were not consulted initially, information was 
not shared in a timely manner, and we were all left out of the loop of important developments that were 
happening right outside our doors. Although Norman recognizes that this has been the cause of many 
difficulties on this issue, there are certain things that cannot be shared (because they involve names of 
colleagues and personnel information that is sensitive and confidential). One thing he can say for certain is 
that personnel issues were deeply entangled with curriculum issues, and it was really difficult to separate 
challenges having to do with curriculum and challenges having to do with personnel. To add a layer of 
complication, the Education program is unique in the sense that it has to answer to many external entities like 
school districts and state licensing bodies. Now, with the help of EDUTL in Columbus, these issues have clearly 
been separated and there are now clear channels to deal with the curricular and the personnel issues 
separately. The office of the Associate Dean now is concerned almost exclusively with facilitating and 
coordinating communication. Somebody else mentioned that the ongoing POA revision process will help with 
the faculty governance question and address these ‘process’ concerns. This POA revision is expected to 



conclude in May and all faculty governance committees have been invited to comment and provide input. 
Terri Bucci commented on a joint initiative between the Education program and the Arts faculty to offer a non-
licensure degree in Education for their students (as well as Education students who want to consider a degree 
in the arts). They have been talking about ways to integrate the arts into this non-licensure degree, which 
includes courses like Drama in Education, Music in Education, and Art in Education.  
 
V. Update on Faculty Services secretary position (Norman Jones) 
 

Based on the last Faculty Assembly meeting, the administration senses that the faculty body really wants a 
replacement for this position, but Norman would like to confirm that this is the case, since the Budget and 
Finance Committee, at its most recent meeting, recommended creative alternatives to a full-time replacement 
for this position, given the current dismal budget situation. A discussion ensued. There was strong support for 
a full-time replacement for the position, although we discussed the possibility of making it a 9-month full-time 
position. We also discussed alternative solutions, such as making this position part of a pool involving support 
personnel currently in the Dean’s suite, or where downtime could be used to fulfill other duties, including 
student support and technology services. In fact, some of these proposed duties have already been added to 
the new job description for the position. After extended discussion, the following motion was proposed: To find 
a full-time replacement for the position of Faculty Services secretary. The motion was approved with one 
abstention. 
 
VI. Minor change request on behalf of the Academic Enrichment Committee (Gary Kennedy). 
 

For consistency, the committee asks that the terminology used to describe international educational 
experiences for students be called ‘Education Abroad’, as currently used by OIA in Columbus, instead of ‘Study 
Abroad’. A motion was proposed to that effect and was approved unanimously. 
 
VII. Dean’s report (Steve Gavazzi). 
 

 It was a great moment to have the Service Award being given to Donna Hight at the Student Success event, 
in front of students. It was a long overdue honor. The lunch was great also and kudos to Andy Sokolich and 
his team for the phenomenal organization and the banners they made.  

 Next week all regional deans are getting together with TIU heads to get the research scores for their faculty. 
Therefore, faculty are encouraged to talk to their department heads. Also, make sure that you have an annual 
review appointment schedule with Steve and Norman. 

 The regional campus annual summit will be held at Mansfield this year (Wednesday, May 24). If you want to 
attend, contact the deans and you will be put on the list to receive an invitation. OAA will set the agenda. 
Faculty, staff and board members will attend.  

 There was a great article on the local news (Success rates differ at NCSC, OSU-Mansfield, Mansfield News 
Journal, March 28, 2017) about the retention performance of OSU Mansfield (we have the highest three-
year success rate among the 24 regional campuses of the state's public universities, according to data from 
the Ohio Department of Higher Education; 76% of students who started in 2013 had earned a degree or 
were still continuing their education in 2016; Statewide, the average rate for university regional campus 
students was 62%; OSU Mansfield’s 76% retention rate is better than average, and its 42% 6-year graduation 
rate is in the top 20 open-admissions colleges in the nation). Some mentioned that we do not see this 
everywhere when we should be trumpeting this number.  

 We met this morning with Buckeye Village Apartments folks and the new management company is adding 
a residential life component to their business model. Columbus campus residential life have offered training 
in the past to the previous management company at the apartment complex. So, Dean Gavazzi vows to 
connect Columbus with the new management company so that they can take advantage of this training. 
Data shows that Molyet Village students have a higher success rate than Buckeye Village students (which 
in turn has better success rates than commuter students) and the goal is to get Buckeye Village students to 
the same level of success as Molyet.  

 The Faculty Research Frenzy will happen on Wednesday, April 12 during common hour in Ovalwood 100.  
 On Wednesday, April 5, the second part of our “Classroom Management” workshop series will bring Dr. 

Jessica Riviere, from UCAT, to talk about “Universal Design” principles to structure your courses and syllabi 
in ways that will minimize classroom management challenges. Common hour in OV-212. 

 
The meeting was adjourned at 4:54 pm.  


